
LAB 5 



* Each individual has a pair of factors 

controlling each trait, one inherited from each 

biological parent. 

 * During the formation of gametes (sex cells) 

these two factors separate. Only one ends up 

in each sex cell. 
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Mendel's Law of Segregation, 

states that allele pairs separate or 

segregate during gamete formation 

and randomly unite at fertilization. 





* Traits are controlled by two factors that 

can be called “dominant” or “recessive.” 

 * A “dominant” trait shows if the offspring 

inherits at least one dominant factor from one 

parent. 

*  A “recessive” trait shows only if the 

offspring inherits two recessive factors, one 

from each parent. 

 



 Homozygous genotype - gene 

combination involving 2 dominant or 2 

recessive genes (e.g. RR or rr); also called 

pure   

 Heterozygous genotype - gene 

combination of one dominant & one 

recessive allele (e.g. Rr); also called 

hybrid 
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 Homozygous x heterozygous(hybrid) 

 Offspring: 
50% Homozygous RR or rr 
50% Heterozygous Rr 

 Phenotypic Ratio is 1:1 

 Called Test Cross because the offspring 
have SAME genotype as parents 









Monohybrid Crosses 

total set of alleles of an individual 

 PP = homozygous dominant 

 Pp = heterozygous 

 pp = homozygous recessive 

 

outward appearance of an 

individual 



Designer “Genes” 

 Alleles - two forms of a gene (dominant 

& recessive)  

 Dominant - stronger of two genes 

expressed in the hybrid; represented by a 

capital letter (R)  

 Recessive - gene that shows up less often 

in a cross; represented by a lowercase 

letter (r)  

 



More Terminology 

 Genotype - gene combination for a 

trait (e.g. RR, Rr, rr)  

 Phenotype – outward appearance 

of an individual (e.g. red, white)  

 

 



 Each organism has two alleles for 

each trait 

Alleles - different forms of the same gene 

Genes - located on chromosomes, they 

control how an organism develops 

More Terminology 



HOME WORK 
 

 

1-What is heredity? 

 

2-Why Mendel used peas, 
Pisum sativum ? 




